Enhanced Graphene Photodetector with Fractal Metasurface
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ABSTRACT: Graphene has been demonstrated to be a promising photodetection material because of its ultrabroadband optical absorption, compatibility with CMOS technology, and dynamic tunability in optical and electrical properties. However, being a single atomic layer thick, graphene has intrinsically small optical absorption, which hinders its incorporation with modern photodetecting systems. In this work, we propose a gold snowflake-like fractal metasurface design to realize broadband and polarization-insensitive plasmonic enhancement in graphene photodetector. We experimentally obtain an enhanced photovoltage from the fractal metasurface that is an order of magnitude greater than that generated at a plain gold–graphene edge and such an enhancement in the photovoltage sustains over the entire visible spectrum. We also observed a relatively constant photosresponse with respect to polarization angles of incident light, as a result of the combination of two orthogonally oriented concentric hexagonal fractal geometries in one metasurface.
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Graphene has been demonstrated as an appealing material for photodetection due to its unique properties such as wide optical absorption spectrum, wavelength independent absorption, high room-temperature electron and hole mobilities, mechanical flexibility, and dynamic tunability in optical and electrical properties. So far there are primarily five known physical mechanisms that enable photodetection in graphene: the photovoltaic effect, the photothermal effect, the bolometric effect, the photogating effect, and the surface plasmon-assisted mechanism. Among these, the photovoltaic (PV) effect makes use of the built-in electric field that is induced by the differently doped regions in graphene to separate the optically excited electron hole pairs in graphene and give rise to photovoltage, whereas the photothermal (PTE) effect is associated with the photovoltage produced by the optically generated hot electrons in regions with different thermoelectric powers (Seebeck coefficients) in graphene: $V_{PTE} = (S_i - S_o) \Delta T$, where $S_i$ and $S_o$ are the Seebeck coefficients in graphene with different doping levels, and $\Delta T$ is the electron temperature difference across the two regions. Both effects are thought to contribute in photovoltage generation in metal–graphene–metal photodetectors (MGM-PDs), and make MGM-PDs the prioritized candidates for ultrafast graphene photodetector, owing to the high carrier transport velocity and extremely short carrier heating and cooling times in graphene. Moreover, MGM-PDs are ideal for applications where zero power consumption and zero dark current are desired, because source drain bias and gate voltage, although useful for dynamically tuning the photogain, are not necessary for such detectors to be operative. Despite all the advantages of MGM-PDs (broadband operation, uniform sensitivity against wavelength, fast response speed, zero power consumption), the responsivity (sensitivity) in MGM-PDs is notoriously low because graphene, which absorbs merely 2.3% of incident light, is used as the photoabsorption material. On the other hand, plasmon oscillations have been known and widely utilized to enhance optical absorption and generate hot electrons in various optical systems. Unsurprisingly, efforts have also been made to enhance the responsivity in MGM-PDs using plasmonic nanostructures. However, the previously proposed plasmonic enhancement methods are mostly narrowband and polarization dependent. Optical waveguides have also been demonstrated to enhance the optical absorption by almost 100% in graphene photodetectors, but this method requires coupling light into waveguides that could result in a bulky experimental setup. Indeed, although narrowband and polarization sensitive enhanced photodetectors are desirable in spectrally resolved and polarization specific photodetection scenarios, there is definitely a strong need for broadband and polarization insensitive enhanced photodetectors. In this work, we propose a gold fractal metasurface design that has a relatively flat optical absorption in the visible part of the spectrum to realize broadband and polarization insensitive plasmonic-enhanced graphene photodetector.
We begin by introducing a new fractal metasurface design. The metasurface is realized through a fractal tree to mimic the snowflake geometry. As demonstrated in previous works, the fractal metasurface has been shown to exhibit broadband absorption and multiple resonances with increased levels,32–34 where the practical examples include plasmonic elements35 that follow the Cayley tree topology36 or the nanostructured aluminum electrodes34 following the classical space-filling curves of Hilbert and Peano.36,37 Here we choose the six-point asterisk shape as our seed geometry (the first-level fractal, Figure 1a). Construction of the branching is generated by recursive iterations that is different from the classical approaches to n-flake generation.35 In our case, upon each iteration six new branches are only spread from each new root point. The angle between each branch is kept at 60°. The branch width and thickness are set to be 40 nm for all levels of iterations, while branch lengths at each level are decreased by the scaling ratio of one-third as the level increases with a total level of 4, denoted by the red color in Figure 1a. For the sake of fabrication and measurement conveniences, we fabricated the fractal metasurface with a diameter of ~10 μm to cover the whole area of illumination by the laser spot in our system. Nonetheless, due to the simple and inward scalability of fractal metasurfaces, it is convenient to design metasurfaces that are fitted for other spot sizes and for enhancement at other desired wavelength ranges, while keeping the overall coverage area of the metasurface unchanged with increasing fractal levels. In order to increase the density of the branches within the illumination spot and to compensate for the intrinsic polarization anisotropy, we add another three-level fractal structure concentrically with a 30° mismatch to the four-level fractal structure, denoted in red color in Figure 1b. All the arm lengths for the whole fractal metasurface are listed in Table 1.

Next, we investigate the optical characteristics of such gold fractal metasurface numerically through the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method.38 We employ a dispersive model for gold, which is defined as the sum of a Drude term and two critical point terms and is implemented through a generalized dispersion material model.39 The parameters of the model are adopted from an online database.40 (See Supporting Information for details.) We show one full-wave simulated in-plane electric field distribution just underneath the gold fractal metasurface when it is illuminated at the wavelength of 530 nm (Figure 1c). The high intensity regions (hot spots) are tightly localized around the branches and edges of the fractal structures.

To further validate the performance of our metasurface, we performed near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM, MultiView 2000, Nanonics Imaging Ltd.) to elucidate the near-field characteristics of the plasmonic fractal. For near-field measurements, we fabricated gold fractal patterns of exactly the same dimensions on top of a bare glass substrate; this was necessary due to the strong absorption that would have otherwise occurred using a silicon substrate. The metasurface sample is illuminated from the far-field using a weakly focused 532 nm diode laser incident on the bottom of the metasurface, that is, the glass substrate side. The near-field signal is obtained by scanning a metal-coated (chromium and gold) tapered fiber with a 50 nm aperture above the surface of the sample. The scan is performed at a fixed distance of ~100 nm in order to mitigate damage to the tip and/or sample and to eliminate topographic artifacts in the signal.41 Figure 2a shows the experimental near-field extinction map of the metasurface. To compare with experiments, we simulated, using an FDTD method, the electromagnetic fields in a plane 100 nm above the plasmonic metasurface assuming a 532 nm plane wave incident from the substrate side and applied a moving average weighted with a 50 nm disk to account for the convolution of the tip.42 Our results are well matched with experiment as illustrated in Figure 2b and indicate strong plasmonic extinction near the branches and edges of the fractal structure.

When visible light is incident upon the fractal metasurface, it excites plasmon oscillation in the gold fractal structure, which in turn confines and enhances the electric field of the incident electromagnetic wave within nanometers of the structure, contributing to an extensive electron–hole pair generation and elevating the electron temperature through electron–electron

---

Table 1. Arm Lengths for the Whole Fractal Metasurface

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>level number, N</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-level fractal arm lengths (μm, blue segments in Figure 1b)</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-level fractal arm lengths (μm, red segments in Figure 1b)</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. (a) Construction of the fractal design with “snowflake” geometry from level 1 to level 4. (b) Total structure comprising of a four-level (blue part) and a three-level (red part) fractals utilized in the study. (c) FDTD simulated in-plane electric field (of the incident electromagnetic wave) distribution just underneath the gold fractal metasurface on a glass substrate under the excitation wavelength of 530 nm. The electric field is linearly polarized along y-direction.

Figure 2. (a) Experimental near-field extinction map of the fractal metasurface, obtained using near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM). The measurement is done in collection mode at a wavelength of 532 nm. (b) The simulated electric field distribution at the wavelength of 532 nm. A floating window average is applied to mimic the 50 nm diameter aperture that is used in the NSOM experiment in (a).
interactions in graphene.\textsuperscript{43} The generated carriers are then spatially separated/driven via the aforementioned built-in electric field (PV) and thermoelectric power differential (PTE) at gold–graphene interface, giving rise to a detectable photovoltage. Additionally, due to a combination of two orthogonally oriented concentric hexagonal fractal geometries in an integrated metasurface design (see Figure 1b, red and blue structures), the enhancement in photovoltage detection is independent of the polarization angle of the incident electromagnetic wave, providing yet another feature unprecedented by the previously reported plasmonic enhanced MGM-PDs.

In our experiment, we integrated the fractal metasurface with the drain contact of the graphene field effect transistor (FET) device, so that the metasurface is at the same electrical potential as the bulk drain contact to facilitate the electron (hole) collection and also the theoretical analysis. The device fabrication starts with the transfer of a monolayer graphene sheet\textsuperscript{44} grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) onto a highly p-doped silicon substrate (0.001–0.005 Ω-cm) with a 300 nm thick dry thermal dioxide on top. The fractal metasurface with gold rod for electrical connection with the drain contact and a ring encircling the fractal metasurface to maximize electron (hole) harvesting at the source contact were defined by electron beam lithography (EBL), Ti (3 nm)/Au (40 nm) metallization and liftoff. The large sheet of graphene was then etched into smaller rectangles using photolithography and O\textsubscript{2} plasma etch. The bulk source and drain contact pads (3 nm Ti, 80 nm Au) were fabricated to directly cover the gold rods and partially the graphene sheet. Finally wire bonding the fabricated chip to printed circuit board was performed for electrical measurements.

The photovoltage response of our device was measured by the setup illustrated in Figure 3a. A continuous wave laser (Ar–Kr) chopped at 1.1 kHz by an optical chopper was coupled to a 10X microscope and was then focused on the photodetector with a spot diameter of ~7 μm. The generated photovoltage was then measured via the source–drain contacts by a lock-in amplifier synchronized with the optical chopper. We first investigated the enhancement in photovoltage generation from the ring encircling the fractal metasurface. To do this, on sample 1 we fabricated a tip-and-ring structure without fractal metasurface and placed it in parallel with the structure with fractal metasurface (see Figure 3b). By measuring the photovoltage generated on the tip (“spot B” in Figure 3b) and on the plain gold-graphene edge (“spot C” in Figure 3b), we observed an average of ~5 times photovoltage enhancement on the tip. We then measured the photovoltage generated when the laser spot was incident upon the fractal metasurface (“spot A” in Figure 3b), denoted as \( V\text{fractal} \), and when the laser spot was incident upon the plain gold–graphene edge (“spot C” in Figure 3b), denoted as \( V\text{edge} \) and defined \( V\text{fractal}/V\text{edge} \) as the enhancement factor of photovoltage generated on fractal metasurface to plain edge. The study of fractal metasurface photovoltage generation was carried out at six experimentally available wavelengths, 476, 488, 514, 530, 568, and 647 nm, to investigate the broadband enhancement effect in the visible spectrum. In this work, all measurements were done with zero gate voltage \( (V_G = 0) \) and source–drain bias \( (V_{SD} = 0) \), unless otherwise indicated. As an illustration, we show the photovoltage generated as a function of incident power at the wavelength of 568 nm in Figure 3c,d (the measurements at other wavelengths are provided in the Supporting Information).

From which a linear relationship between the two can be seen, indicating that we were operating the device before absorption saturation.\textsuperscript{29}

To show the broadband nature of the photovoltage enhancement, we plot the enhancement factors \( V\text{fractal}/V\text{edge} \) at the six tested wavelengths in Figure 4a. The error bars come from the fact that the enhancement factors vary with varying incident optical powers. As is evident in Figure 4a, enhancement factors ranging from 10 to 16 are achieved at the tested visible-spectrum wavelengths. We notice that although the simulated optical absorption of the fractal metasurface is rather flat in the investigated spectral range (shown by the cyan solid line in Figure 4a), the enhancement factors in photovoltage generation exhibit slight wavelength dependence and the enhancement factors increase with increasing wavelength. We believe that the reason for such behavior is two-fold. On one hand, it is caused by the greater photovoltage generated on the plain gold–graphene edge at shorter wavelengths due to stronger heating of gold pad, accounted for by the PTE effect in photovoltage generation. On the fractal metasurface, the entire metasurface area contributes to generating photovoltage \( (V\text{fractal}) \), independent of incident light wavelength. On the plain gold–graphene edge \( (V\text{edge}) \), however, larger/smaller area extending into the gold pad within the laser spot contributes to generating photovoltage at respectively shorter/longer wavelengths.\textsuperscript{29} As a result, the enhancement factors decrease at shorter wavelengths simply because the area of graphene that contributes to \( V\text{edge} \) increases compared to that at longer
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Figure 4. (a) Red markers with error bars: measured enhancement of
photovoltage generation ($V_{\text{fractal}}/V_{\text{edge}}$ spot A to spot C in Figure 3b)
over a wavelength range from 476 to 647 nm. Cyan curve: the
simulated absorption spectrum of the fractal metasurface. (b) Measured photovoltage as a function of source drain bias $V_{SD}$. Measurement was done at the wavelength of 514 nm with an input power of 1 mW. Blue markers are measured data points and orange curve is linear fit to the data points. (c) Normalized photovoltage as a function of incident light polarization angles. Blue markers are measured data points and orange curve is linear fit to the data points. (d) Blue lines: measured photovoltage generated on fractal metasurface (spot A in Figure 3b, solid lines) and on tip (spot B in Figure 3b, dashed lines) with x-polarized light (upper panel) and y-polarized light (lower panel). See Figure 1c for x- and y-directions.

It is also known that the source–drain bias in graphene photodetectors can alter the band bending across the graphene FET device, making it a handy mechanism to tune the photovoltage responsivity. We show in Figure 4b that the amplitude of the photovoltage increases monotonically with increasing source–drain bias and the photovoltage can be tuned up to 24 $\mu$V, three times of that at zero bias. We did not observe reduced responsivity up to $V_{SD} = 0.25$ V, indicating that the breakdown field of the graphene channel, which is the limit of the bias that can be applied to the device, has not been reached. In Figure 4c, we show that the photoresponse is insensitive to the polarization angle of incident light, as is expected from the aforementioned hexagonally symmetric geometry of the fractal metasurface design. The two panels in Figure 4d indicate that the fractal metasurface provides more polarization robustness over the tip-and-ring structure which exhibits 50% drop in responsivity when light is polarized in the $y$-direction. We simulated the absorption spectrum of the metasurface under $0^\circ$ (E-field along $x$-axis in Figure 1c) and $90^\circ$

(E-field along $y$-axis in Figure 1c) polarizations and observe only negligible difference between the two (see Supporting Information). The experimental and simulation results demonstrate the robustness of the photovoltage enhancement by the proposed fractal metasurface with respect to polarization of incident light.

In order to compensate for the partial enhancement due to the reduced source-drain distance for spot A in sample 1, we fabricated sample 2 where we placed a fractal metasurface encircled by a 30 $\mu$m ring in parallel with a plain source–drain structure with 30 $\mu$m separation on the same graphene sheet and studied the enhancement of photovoltage between the two structures. Similar to sample 1, in sample 2 we study the ratio of photovoltage generated when laser is incident on fractal metasurface (spot A in Figure 5a) to that generated when

laser is incident on one of the 30 $\mu$m separated source drain contacts (spot B in Figure 5a), where the maximum photovoltage happens in pristine MGM-PDs.45,46 In Figure 5b, we plot the enhancement factors at five tested wavelengths for sample 2. It can be seen that although the enhancement factors are reduced compared to those of sample 1, they are still close to 10 and can be as large as 13 at longer wavelengths.

In conclusion, by reforming the source and drain contacts into a fractal metasurface and a ring encircling it, we demonstrated a broadband graphene photodetector exhibiting enhancement factors of 8–13 over the visible spectrum. The application of the fractal metasurface is not bound to graphene photodetectors but can also be integrated with PV/PTE photodetectors made of other photodetection materials.47–50 The great flexibility of our fractal metasurface design enables broadband enhancement at other portions of the electromagnetic spectrum51 and for various spot sizes. Additionally, the photoresponse enhancement is insensitive to the incident light polarization, a quintessential feature of a practical photodetecting/photovoltaic harvesting system. These attributes, combined with dynamic tunability through source drain bias, make our fractal metasurface an advancement toward the incorporation of graphene into modern photodetecting and photovoltaic harvesting applications.
The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the ACS Publications website at DOI: 10.1021/acs.nanolett.6b03202.

The dispersion of Au used in the numerical model, the photovoltage enhancement measurements at all tested wavelengths for samples 1 and 2, the numerical simulation of the fractal metasurface’s optical response under orthogonal light polarizations, the graphene doping level analysis, and the gate voltage dependence of photovoltage generated on fractal metasurface (PDF)
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